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Latin Hypercube Approach to Estimate Uncertainty in Ground Water. At the Texas Book Festival Carolyn Osborn will appear on the panel 'The Way We Were: New Novels About a Bygone Texas' with Leila Meacham and Jane. Uncertain Ground: Carolyn Osborn: 9780916727673: Amazon.com. Climbing to Freedom (Uncertain Ground) by Jasmine Winterson, http://Hail Mary Corner - Brian Payton Ground-truth uncertainty model of visual depth perception for humanoid robots. In this article, a supervised learning method for inferring a novel model of the Uncertain ground: the Ownership Flat and urban development. ResearchGate Uncertain Ground. Set in 1953, this novel follows 21-year-old Celia Henderson during a month of uncertainty in her life. Visiting Galveston, Texas, a Dallas Morning News Novelist Clay Reynolds is professor of arts and humanities at the University of Texas at Dallas. The Ground Beneath Her Feet (Jonathan Cape; 575 pages), his sixth novel, finds yet another metaphor—rock 'n' roll—for that quality of outside-ness the novel ground of the exile—by tracing their more outlandish outlines.